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Eighty   female   college   students   were  given   the   16-PF   and   the   Jourard

40-item  Self-Disclosure   Questionnaire   in   an   attempt   to   find   a   relation-

ship   between   the   scores   on   the   Q,v-scale   (Independence-subduedness)   and

level   of   self-disclosure.      The   hypothesis   proposed   that   there  would   be

a   statistically   significant   relationship   between   the   two.      Earlier

findings   were   significant  with   dependence  of   a   situational   type,   and

level   of   self-disclosure.     This   study  also   used  dependency   but   as   a

personality   factor   and   compared   it  with   level   of   self-disclosure.      No

statistically   significant   relationship  was   found   using   analysis   of

variance  as   the   test   statistic.

Another   scale  on   the   16-PF,   was   found   to  be   related  with   level   of

self-disclosure.     Analysis  of   variance   revealed   a   significant   difference

between   Scale   E   (humble-ness   -assertive-ness)   and   level   of   self-

disclosure.      Further   statistical   analysis   suggested   a   relationship,

namely,   that   a   more   assertive   person  was  more   likely   to   be   self-disclosing.
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Self-disclosure   as   a   concept,   basically   describes   the   degree   to

which   one   aHows   himself ,   his   hopes,    his   problems   and    insecurities

to   be   known   by  others.      It   could   also   be   described   as   a   degree  of

vu]nerability   a   person   will   allow   himself    in   relationships   with   others.

It   involves   some   degree   of   trust   in   others.      This   concept   has   been

studied   now   for   over   fifteen   years.      While  work   in   the  area   has   been
1,

extensive,   at   this   point   there   is   little   understanding   of   self-

disclosure  as    it   relates   to   personality   type.      Why   some   self-disclosure

is   necessary   in   almost   any   human   relationship,   or  why   it   even   exists

is   not   known,   nor   do  we   know  what,    if   any,   personal   needs   are   filled

by   disclosing   to  others,   or   receiving   same   from  others.      Perhaps   self-

disclosure   to  others   makes   one   feel   more  emotionaHy  close,   more  accepted

as   a   unique   human   being.      On   the   other   hand,    receiving   self-disclosure

from  others   may   fill   our   need   to   be   needed.

In   the   area   of   research  with   personality   variables   and   self-disclosure,

there   is   a   lack  of   consistency   in   design,   subj.ect   pools,   and   measures

used.      Results   of   the   studies,   where   significant   or   not,   do   not   lend

themselves   to   generalizations   about   self-disclosive   behavior   among

individuals.      Therefore,   no   clear   picture  of   self-disclosive   behavior,

its   causes   and   anticedents,   has   emerged.

Sidney   M.   Jourard,   who   popularized   the   concent   of   self-disclosure,

and   devised   most   of   the  measurement   scales,   did   much  of   the   early   work

in   this   area.      He   believed   that   the  more   self-disclosing   one  was,   the

more   healthy   the   personality.      As   early   as   1958,   Jourard   did   a   study   on

self-disclosure   patterns   of   individuals    (Jourard,1958).      He   designed

a   self-disclosure  questionnaire   to  measure   reported   self-disclosure  of

the   individual   to   four   target   persons:      mother,   father,   best  male

friend,   and   best   female   friend.       In   this   study,   black   and   white

coHege   students,   and   student   nurses  were   rated  as   to   their  degree,

amount,   and   depth  of   self-disclosure   to   the   target   persons.      He   found

that   males   disclose  more   to   the  mother,   best  male   friend,   father   and

best   female   friend   in   that   order.      Females   disclosed   more   to  mother,

best   female   friend,   best  male   friend   and   least   to  father.     Thirdly,

he   found   that  whites   disclose  more   than   blacks   overall,   and   that   females

disclosed   more   than   males.

Subsequent   work   by   Jourard   investigated   the   relationship   between

self-disclosure  and   several   other   factors.      He   found   that   a   person  who

was   more   highly   self-disclosive  was   better   liked   by   others   (Jourard,

1959).       In   an   investigation   of   self-disclosure   and   nationality,   Jourard

found   signif icant   differences   in   degree  of   self-disclosure   among   Americans,

British,   and   Puerto   Ricans,   namely   that   Americans   disclosed   more   than

British   or   Puerto   Ricans    (Jourard,1961a).      When   he   correlated   self-

disclosure  with  age,   he   foulid   that   self-disclosure   to   parents   decreases

with   age   (Jourard,1961b),   and   increases   correspondingly   to   the   spouse.

In   a   study  of   the   differences    in   self-disclosure   among   religious

denominations,   Jourard   (1961c)   found   that   rates   of   self-disclosure

varied   among   denominations    in   males    (Jewish   males   disclosed   more   than

Protestants   and   Catholics)   but   not   in   famales.      These   are   only   a   small

sample  of   his   work   in   the   area.
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In   Jourard's   later  writings,   he   is   quite   critical   of   society

(Jourard,1964).      He   felt   that   the   roles    imposed   upon  members   of   our

society,   especially   the   sex   roles,   were   unhealthy   since   they   prevented

higher   degrees   of   self-disclosure,   particularly   among   men.      Most

researchers   since   then   have   limited   themselves   to   the  amount   of   self-

disclosure   found   normally   among   members   of   society,   and   have   nat     made

moral   j.udgements,   or   drawn   such   broad   conclusions    in   an   areas   so   little

understood.      Self-disclosure   as   a   gauge  of  mental   health  would   seem

plausible,   but   extremely   high   rates   in   the  wrong   situation   might   be

unhea 1 thy .

During   the   period   of   Jourard's   work,   and   since   that   time,   self-

disclosure   has   been   used   as   a   variable   in   studies  of   family   patterns,

cultural   differences,   degree  of  mental   health,   the   reciprocity   rule,

social   approval,   time   factors,    intimacy,   and   personality   factors,    to

name   a   few    (Cozby,1973).

Research   has   been   conducted  with   several   personality   inventories

in   an   attempt   to  associate   levels   of   self-disclosure  with   various

personality   traits.

Using   femininity   scales    (the   MMpl-MF   and   the   Guilford-Zimmerman

Femininity   Scale),   Taylor,   Altman,   and   Frankfurt    (as   cited   by   Cozby,

1973)    found   a   positive   relationship   between   self-disclosure   and   high

femininity   scores   among   100   college   males,   aged   17-20.      Swensen   (cited

by   C6zby,1973)   also   found   a   positive   relationship   between   se]f-

disclosure   and   femininity   using   the   Guilford-Zimmerman.      Contradicting

this   were   the   results   of   Petersen   6   Breglio    (1968a)   and   Petersen   G

Higbee    (1969).      Both   later   studies   resulted    in   no   significant   difference

using   the   Cough   femininity   scale   with   males   and   females.

Swensen    (as   cited   by   Cozby,1973)    using   the   Maudsley   Personality

Inventory   found   a   positive   correlation   between   level   of   self-disclosure

and   extraversion,   on   the  extraversion-intraversion   scale.      Two   studies

using   the   Petersen   Personality   Inventory,   Petersen   6   Breglio   (1968b),

and   Petersen   6   Higbee    (1969),    found   no   significant   relationship   between

extraversion   and   level   of   self-disclosure.

Using   the   Edwards   Personal    Preference   Scale,   Taylor,   Altman   and

Frankfurt    (Cozby,1973)    found   a   positive   correlation   between   higher

levels   of   self-disclosure   and   the   affiliation,   succorance,   nuturance

and   heterosexuality   scales.      Swensen    (Cozby,1973)    reported   a   positive

relationship   between   higher   levels   of   self-disclosure  and   the   social

interest,   sociability,   ascendance,   and   the   social   boldness   scales   of

the   Guilford-Zimmerman.       Frankfurt    (Cozby,1973)    found   no   significant

correlation   between   higher   levels   of   self-disclosure   and   the   sociability,

thoughtfulness,   and   personal    relations   scales.

Although   the   relationship   between   higher   levels   of   self-disclosure

and   independence-dependence   has   not   been   explored,   the   results   of   some

studies   using   dependence,   as   a   situational    factor,   have   indicated   that

there   might   be   a   positive   relationship   between   higher   levels   of   self-

disc]osure   and   dependence.

Altman   and   Haythorn    (1965)   completed   a   study   of   dyad   dependency   and



self-disclosure.      Nine   dyads   were   formed   using   naval    servicemen   with

some  matched   personality   characteristics.       In   the   experimental

condition,    the   dyads   were   completely   isolated   in   a   room   equipped   for

all    personal    needs.      External    stimuli,    i.e.,   books,   other   persons,

televisions,   etc.,   were   very   limited.      A   control   group  was   also

isolated,   but   allowed   breaks   outside,   and   access   to   external    stimuli.

Subjects   were   isolated   for   ten   days.      It  was   found   that   the  experi-

mental   group   was   more   highly   self-disclosing    in   amount   and   depth

(degree  of   intimacy)    than   control   group   dyads.

In   a   study  of   the  effects   of   counse]ing   styles   on   a   client   popu-

lation,    Kounin,    Polansky,    Biddle,    Coburn   and   Fenn    (1956)    varied

authoritarian   type   counselors,   and   more   relation   conscious   counselors

(egalitarian)   and   found   that   the  more   powerful   appearing   counselor

(authoritarian)   elicited   less   information   than   the   egalitarian.      The

results   seemed   interpretable   by   the   present   writer   in   two  ways.      The

first   tended   to  counter   the   supposition   that   dependency   and   self-disclosure

were   positively   related.      The   authoritarian   counselor  might   have  en-

couraged   a   more   dependent   relationship,   and   if   this   were   the   case,   the

lower   level   of   self-disclosure  might   be   a   result   of   the   dependence.       In

another   sense,    the   egalitarian   couniselor   may   have   encouraged   less   of   a   role

type   dependency   and   more  of   a   natural   dependency    (less   obligatory)   due

to   his   accepting   attitude.      This  might   explain   the   higher   rate   of   self-

disclosure,   and   lend   support   to  a   positive   relationship   between   the   two.

One   last   study   which   did   lend   support   to  a   positive   relationship

was   conducted   by   S]obin,   Miller   a   Porter    (1968)    in   an   analysis   of   social

relations   and   communication   in   a   business   organization.      The   results

exhibited   a   significantly   higher   level   of   self-disclosure   among   members

to  a   superior,    less   to  a   subordinate.

In   this   study,   dependency  was   treated   as   a   personality   factor.

The   variables   tested   were   self-disclosure,   as   measured   by   the   Jourard

40-item   Self-Disclosure   Questionnaire    (Jourard,1971),   and    independence-

subduedness,   as   measured   by   the   Q,v-scale   of   the   16-PF   Personality

Inventory    (Manual    of   the   16-PF,1972).      The   previously   cited   studies

treated   dependency   as   a   situational   factor,   and   not   as   a   personality

factor.      The   authors   inferred   that   what   was   found   to   be   significant

with   situationa]   dependence   could   be   true  of   dependence   in   a]]   cases.

The   reason   for   this   study   was   to   determine   the   validity   of   their   inference.

The   Jourard   40-item   Self-Disclosure   Questionnaire   has   been   widely

used.       It   provides   a   measure  of   depth   and   amount   of   self-disclosure   to

f ive   target   persons:   father,   mother,   best  male   friend,   best   female   friend,

and   spouse.       (The   spouse   category  was   deleted   for   this   study).      The

items   are   divided   into   six   areas   of   personal   concern;    interests,   personality,

attitudes   and   emotions,    body   and   money.       (See   Appendix.)

The   16-PF   is   also  widely   used   in   research   as   a   measure   of   person-

ality   factors.       In   addition   to   the  main   factors,   there  are   four   secondary

factors   which   can   be   assessed.      One  of   these  was   used   as   the   experimental

measure.      The   test   is   relatively   well-liked   by   researchers   since   it   does

not   require  a   forced   choice  answer   from   subjects,   of   either   yes   or   no,
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to  any   question.      It   provides   a  middle  of   the   road   choice.      Subjects

seem   to   like   this,   and   claim   they   do   not   feel   they  are   being   "put   into

a   box",   a   common   complaint   of   personality   inventories.      The   16-PF  has

been   found   to   have  a   high   retest   reliability  with   time   intervals

tested   between   2  and   48  months.      The  content   validity   has   also   been

found   to   be   high,   with   thousands   of   questions   having   been   trie`d   before

t`he   f inal    item   selections   were  made.      The   scale's   16   factors   have   had

ten   factor  analyses   done  before   the   f inal   form  was   chosen.     The   inventory

is   easily   administered,   takes   a   relatively   short   time   for   subjects   to

complete  and   is   not   cliff icult   to   score.

Self-disclosure   has   been   defined   as   ''the   act   of   revealing   personal

information   to  others."I      ln   the   study,   the  higher   self-disclosers  were

those   subjects  with   a   higher   score  on   the   self-disclosure  questionnaire.

Dependency  was   clef ined   as   a   low   Standard   Ten   (Sten)   score  on   the

Qiv-scale   (below   5   on   a   continuum  of   1    to   10)   on   the   personality

inventory.      The  description  of  a   person  with  a   low   score  was  one  who

was   more   subdued   in   affect,    less   likely   to  make   decisions   on   his  own,

and  more   likely   to  depend  on  others   for  answers   to   personal   questions

and   direction.      A   hypothesis   confirming   outcome   depended   upon   finding

a   statisticaHy   significant   relationship   between   self-disclosure  and

dependence .

METHOD

Eighty   female   college   students   were   used   in   this   study   with   an

age   range  of   18-25.      Females  were   used   because  of   sex-differences   found

in   levels   of   self-disclosure   in   previous   research    (Jourard,1971).      After

scoring,   twelve   sets   of   scores  were  deemed   unsuitable   for   use   due   to

either   lack  of   co-operation   (tests  were   not   completed),   or  deceased

parents   (self-disclosure  scores  were   useless).      Sixty-eight   scores  were

used   for   the   analysis.

The   subjects   had   the   measures   given   to   them  as   a   group  whenever

possible.      Difficulty   in   obtaining   subj.ects   made   it    impossible   to

always   have   enough   subjects,   at   one   time,   for   a   group-sized   adminis-

tration.      Sometimes   an   individual    (40%   of   the   time)   was   given   the  measure,

and   at   other   times,   groups   of   two  or   three   (60%  of   the   time).     All

directions   were   given   in   a   standardized   manner.      The   subj.ects  were  given

directions   for   completing   the  measures,   and   then   asked   to   place   their

names   on   both  answer   sheets.

The   design   resulted   in   six   cells   of   possible  outcomes,   Dependent-

High   S.D.,-Medium   S.D.    and   -Low   S.D.;     Independent-High   S.D.,    -Medium

S.D.,    and   -Low   S.D.    (See   Table   2).      Analysis   of   variance   was   used   to

analyze   the   data.      The   least   significant   differences   test  was   used   as

a   post   hoc  analysis   on   signif icant   variables   since  orderedness   of   data

was   not   an   issue   here.

The   16-PF's   remaining   scales   were   also   statisticaHy   compared

with   self-disclosure   scores,   since   no  other   research   in   self-disclosure
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was   found   that   had   used   this   personality    inventory. RESULTS

The   results   are   summarized    in   Table    1.      No   statistical    significance

was   found   with   the   experimental   measure    (independence-dependence)   and

level   of   self-disclosure    (F=2.94),    implying   that   no   significant   relation-

ship   exists   between   independence   and   level   of   self-disclosure   as

clef ined    in   the   study.

Of   the   other   personality   factors   measured,   only  one  was   found

signif icant   when   compared   with   self-disclosure.      This   was   Scale   E,

humbleness-assertiveness    (F=3.237,   p.  >.05),   suggesting   statistical

significance   between   assertiveness   and   self-disclosure.

A   post   hoe   test,   the   least   significant   differences   test,   was

computed   for   the   results   of   Scale   E.      This   test   is   the  preferred   one

with   groups,   with   a   signif icant   F.      This    is   more   conservative   than   a

t-test   because   one   uses   the  mean   square  within   groups   as   the   denominator.

The   results   of   the   test  were   significant   for   two  of   the   three  group

differences   tested,    the   LO-HI    (t=2.383,    p.>.05),   and   the   NED-HI

(t=1.874,    p.>.05).      No   significance   was   found   between   the   LO-NED   groups.

This   result   suggested   the   presence   of   a   relationship   between   the   two

variables,    namely,    that   a   more   assertive   person   is   more   like]y   to   be

highly   self-disclosing.
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D I SCUss  I oN

There  would   seem   to   be    little   connection   between   dependence   as

a   personality   factor,   as   measured   by   the   16-PF,   and   level   of   self-

disclosure.      This   result   suggests   distinct   differences    in   types   of

dependence,    namely   that   a   situational    dependence   may   not   elicit   the

same   set   of   behaviors   as   personality   dependence.      Therefore,   one

must   be   cautious   in   assuming   that   the   effects   are   transferable.

The   significance   of   the   E-scale   (assertiveness-humbleness)

seems   unusual    in   the   sense   that    it   was   the  only   scale   which   was

significantly   related   to   levels   of   self-disclosure.      This   result

implies   that   a   more   assertive   person   is   more   likely   to   be   more   highly

self-disclosive.      This    is   a   factor    in   self-disclosive   behaviour  which

has   not   been   discovered   before   in   research.

Post   hoc   tests   lent   support   to   this   f inding.       In   comparisons   of

signif icant   differences   between  mean   scores   of   assertiveness   for   the

three   leve]s   of   self-disclosure    (HI,NED,LO),    two   of   the   groups   were

found   to   be   significantly   different.      These   were   the   Hl-L0   and   Hl-NED.

No   significant   difference   was   found   between   the   NED-LO   groups.   This

fact   might   be   explained   by   the   possibility   that   the   16-PF   scores  were

not   discriminating   enough   on   the   lower   end   of   the   E-scale.

The   lack  of   significance   in   comparisons   of   other   personality   factors

and   the   16-PF   and   self-disclosure  may   have   been   due   in   part   to   the

conditions   under   which   the   study   was   done.      A   problem   was   finding   a

12

standard   subj.ect   pool,   and   administering   the   measure   to   relatively

standard   size   groups   consistently.      This   was    impossible   at   the   time

the   study   was   conducted   and   this   random   administration   did   not   help

the  control   of   variables.

Also   the   narrowing   down   of   the   subject   pool    to  young   single

females   was   necessary   to  control   extraneous   age   and   sex   related

variables.      A   restricted   subject   pool    is   a   frequent   factor   in   research

in   personality   variables,   and   the   results   are  often   not   appropriate

for   generalization   to  other   segments   of   the   population   not   treated

in   the   study.

Perhaps   self-disclosure   is   a   sociaHy   learned   behavior,   and   does

not   depend   upon   personality-type   in   the   usual    sense   at   all.      Any

individual's   self-disclosure   might   depend   upon   family   background   and

the   communication   patterns   established   therein.       It   may   also   depend

upon   learned   role   responses   to   particular   situational    stimuli,   as   one

might    learn   to   disclose   to   his   physician,    supervisor,   etc.      Disclosure

to   friends   may   simply   depend   upon   the   amount   of   time   spend   with   the

other,   or   the  degree  of   respect  one   had   to   the  other.      If  assertiveness

is   a    learned   behavior,      this   might   also   explain   the   statistical    signi-

ficance   found   between   that   and   level   of   self-disclosure   in   the

expe r i men t .

It   might   be   desirable   to   study   persons   who   exhibit   different   levels

of   self-disclosure.       Information   might   be   obtained   from   childhood

histories,    families,    and   personal    and   ethnic   values   which   may   help    in
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understanding   self-disclosive   behavior.       If   this   behavior    is   considered

appropriate   and   conducive   to   optimum   personality   function,   one   might

wish   to   assess   stability   or   degree   of   self-worth   found   in   families   of

more   highly   self-disclosive   persons,   and   compare   with   the   same   from

persons   and   families   where   level   of   self-disclosure  was    lower.

TABLE     1

STATISTICAL    SIGNIFICANCE

0F    FACTORS

Q(3) 3.46 ..7.   i      ..2,   i

Q(4) 2.85 .077
i.271i

Q(  I V) 5.31    !i5rdi

ii2.9.4(

(*t =.05)

14
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APPENDIX

JOURARD'S    40-ITEM    SELF-DISCLOSURE    QUESTIONNAIRE

19

Wtio    .K,i-]tjws     Yt-j.ii`.'

IJ,|tl.odtJ-Ct-ion

People   d.iffer  in  .i-he   e.x-L-eni;   -l-;o  which   t}iey   let   other  people  know
them.      We   al`e   seeking.  to   investi{.?`'ite   wh{~ib  pecjple   tell   other.s   about
thems e lv e s .

naturally,   the   thing.s   tilt:rL~   i.-i]`'e   tL.lie   \.ibout   your  personality.,

your  feeling.s,   your  problems,  .hopes  and  actions  will  change  as  you
get  on  with  livilig.     Thel.ei`ore,   the  idea  that   other  people  h{.-are
about  you  will  be   out   of  dat;e   i`Tom  tilrie   to  time.     What  was  tl.rue
about  you  last  week  or`  last  year  may  no  loriger  be  true.     When  you
see  people   afiJ-er  a  lapse   of  time,   {irid  you  want;   them  to  know  you  as
you  are  now,   you  tell  thelTi  at>ouL-  ytjurself   so   t;hat  they  will  have   a
more  up-to-date  picture   of  you_.     If  you  dori't  want;  them  to  know,
you  don't  tell  them,   even  i±.  i-hey  ask  you  personal  questions.

Some  of  i;he  things  about  y(~jursell`  you  will  regard  as  more  per.-
sonal  and  private  than  others;  people  differ  widely  in  what  they
consider  appropriate  to  let;  others  know,   and  what  they  consider  is
nobody's  business  but  their'  own.

Instructions
Below  there  is  a  list  of  topics  that  pel`tain  to  you.     You  .h:eve

also  been  given  a  special  answer  sheet;.     We  want  yrju  to  indicate  on
the  answer  sheet  the  degree  to  wh.ich  you  have  let  each  of  several
peop.I`e  in  your  life  know  this  information  about  you.

Iou  have  a  reasonably  good  idea  of  how  much  about  yourself  you
have  let  each  of  the  people  know  abou.t  yc)u  in  the  past,   and  how  cur-
rent;  and  up-to-date  their  knowledge  about  you  is  at  the  present.

Pherefore,  will  you  indicate  on  the  answer  sheet  the  extent  to
which  each  of  I;he  ot;her  persons  now  knows  the  pertinent  facts  about
you.     In  other  words,   how  complete,  up-to~dat-e,   and.  accur.'at;e  is
•l,lleir  picture   of  you  as  you  are  now.     Use  I,he  I ollowing  scale  t;o

indicate  your  answers:

0:     The   other  person  dc>esn'iJ-know  me   in  this   respecij-rig.ht
`T]t'tw,   because   I  haff5HTiiolFHifrT  `'jr  let  li.i,in  kriow  in  any
uLher  ways.
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complete,   or.  up-to-d;`ite.

2:      rJ]he   other   person   -1.:I++ly
•L`|'i()whq   file    its    I   ritjw   am   :i.rL   i-his   i.espect,,

1>ecause   I   h`f.ive    tiilked   i~ibt,\iit-   this   -Lo.pie   to him  fully  in  the
L£-.ecerrt   past,    and   .Lliin{``_`,`s   have   Tiot    ch:,jnEi`;ed.       I   ht'`ive   kept-rlim

i:.ully   irifo.Tmed   firjoiit    Lhi.;3   £`i;:`,peat    of..   iiie.

X:      WI.ite   in   Ein  X   ii'j£-JLeiid.   ol.   un   0   I`o-r   tho,cje   it,ems   w.hich   you
would,  not cord.i.de   to
you  i-o  reveal

|i!±£L  P_g±;LS_C:2L±   eve]l   if   thtit   per.sc)n   €isked
the    irrf``ol'mtjitic>r`i

J...       Wh,`.it   you   disli'kc   fibout--<yt'ji_Lr   ()vel`i3ll   ;ippe:il.lance.

2.       1`he   things   about   yc>ur`   `..ipjjciii`:incL.   ij~li\...i.t,   yoii   like   most,   or   are
p.r.loudest   o±..

Your   chief   health   col.'icej..r„   w()r'r.y,    o-i`   ±`j_r.obleui,    at   the   pi`ej3e,rit,
L. i me .

4.      Tour   favor.ite   spar.e-tilfi('..,.   1].ob.l[;icis   tj.r   irLt,i=jj'`est;s.

5.     Your  food   dislikes   a.t  pJ_'esent.

6.      Your  relig`ious   Eict-ivi.ty   ;iL   pi-.tjif;enl.,~w'het[ier.   or  not   you   g()   to
church;   which   orie;   how   t-)fL-eri.

7'.     Your  per;5onal   relic..ious   views.

£``,.      `rour   favorite   refidinf`J;   in:1.te.I-.iiilf:3~k.Lnds   of   in;igazines,   books ,   o`L`
Papers  you  usually  .Te{iil.

9.     #T8t083::±%:1:=,±yo:tT:¥sm¥:.I.±]:.[3£j, by_;+i:u:p¥:¥:,. closest  fj.±etLd  0±.

.`lr`).      unLether   or  not   you  htive   scix  pi-.oblciiis,   i.And   the   natur.e   of   i-]'iese
problems,   if  any.

1.i..     Aft  accurate  knowledg`e   of`  y.our.   se={  life  up   to   the  |Jreserit;-3.8.. ,
the   lialnes   of  -your   sex  partners   in  the  p;`-ist   t..uid  pr.e,cj`ent,   il.   an-y;
your  ways  of  get.ting  sexua.1  gr{,itifictition.

12.       T`hings   about   your.   own  per.sor]`.ili.u~y   t;1ifi.L~   woi`ry   yi`.)u   oi:`   !inm`,iy   you.

i:';.      rlThe   chief  pl.essures   ;LiTid   strE.iii'is   ill  your   daily  Wor'k.

i/+.      Things   about   i;he   i`utur.e   that   you   woi.fy   :il`)cjiit   at;   pr.efjc;i'i-t,-.

i.5.     -What  you   are  most   serisitiv-e   :,ibout.

1CL       Vthiat   you   i'eel   .tj-he   guiltiest,    :-,ibouL`,    oi.   I{iost   ``~ish€uued   o±.   in   iyouj_.
1`, \, , a i- .

i.`,7.       Your   views    about   wilt.-|L-   i,c;    ticec.pti!jTLc=    ^`je}=   I[iorality   I.ol.   1.)ec)Pli~     to
i. c,11 ow .

18.       `lThe   kirids   of   II]usic   yoii   (jrLtjo~y   listc}..Lirig   ijo   the   ]nost.

19.      The   subjects   you   did   L}o-l-,,   or   do   ric>t   like   Lit   school.

20.      Whethel]   or  riot   you   do   ariyt-hilig  speci{il.   tj-o   lrLaintain  or  improve
your.   appearance,   e.+i.. ,   diet,   exel`ci.se,   et,.c.

21.      'The   kind   of   beht`ivicj:r   in   o(jlie]-s   th`'iL-I[iost   anj:toys   you,   or.  mikes
you  _furious.

22.      The   cha.I;3`cter'is-L-ic,LT,   o_t`   your.   .I .,.. it,hej:.   thtit-you   do   not   like,   or   did
not  like.

23.     Char'€icteristics   of   your  IIictt;belt   I;-h{it  .you  do  not   like,   or  did  not
like .

24-.     Your  most   frequ.ent   da.ycl-r'etijli-what,   you  duydret.jm  about  most.

25.      TThe   ±`eelings   .you  have   the  lnost   t.rouble.   controlling,   e.g.,   wor.I.y,
depression,   anger.,   jet.ilousy,   et;a.

26.     The  bigg.est  disappoilLtment  i,hal  you  have  had  in  your  life.

27.     How  you  I`eel   about  your  choice   ol.  lil.e  work.

28.     1that  you  regard  as  your  chief  handicLaps   to  doing  a  better  job
in  your  work  or  st-udies.

29.     Your  views   on  the   seg.res.ation  of  whiij-es   and  INegroes.

30.     Your  thoughts   and  feeling.j.s   a.bout   other  I`eligious   groups  th{j.ri
your  own.

31.     Your  strongest  ambit,ion.  at  the  preserit,  time.

32.     Whether  or  not  you  bave  plamed  some  major  decision  in  the  nez=+r
future,   e.g. ,   a  new  job,  break  engagement,   get  married,   divol`ce,
buy  somet;hing  big`.

53.     Your  favor.ite  jokes-the  kind  of  jokes  you  li]=e  to  hear.

34.     Whether  or  not  you  have  savings;   if  so,   the  ariount.

35.     1The  possessions  you  are  pr.oud.est   ol.,   and  take   greatest   care  of ,
e.a..,.}`rjiir  car,   or  musical  instlument„   oi-ful`niture,   etc.

36.     How  you  usually  sleep,   e.g. ,   well,   oT-I  pool`1y,   or  with  help   o.I.  drug`s.

37.     Your  favol`ite  televis.'Lon  programs.

38.     Your  favorite   comic;`;.
7`tT.      Eg8gg:°%¥Ed3:  8±=E:  frr[cfii'gs=5f3::i'%{L¥°%rB:j]]:Zgt±gis:. 8t6. f]'``*ter`nL ty.

4-0.      The  beverag,`es   you  do  not   lik.e   to   ilrirha,   e.E:,`. ,   coffee,   tea,   coke,
beer,   liqu.or,   etc. ,   and  your  p±=±±:g=rL=±±±  bevel''`  '"{'.  s.
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